CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

4.1 Conclusion

Based on the analysis of the data related with aspects, I can take some points as conclusion. Aspects are different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a situation. After analyzing and describing aspect in English and kinds of aspect based on the data taken from The Casual Vacancy novel by J.K. Rowling, some points are found based on the theories and the analysis. There are found aspect in English namely: perfective, imperfective, telic, atelic, punctual, durative, semelfactive, iterative, progressive, habitual, prospective and retrospective.

Perfective aspect indicates the termination of the action which is completed and it uses simple past tense or past perfect tense. Imperfective shows the uncompleted event (the event still in progress) and it usually uses present or past continuous. Telic aspect is resultative that has some implication related to the moment of speech and some other past or future, while atelic is unresultative event that indicates the process and the result of event. Punctual aspect is a momentary event that has no temporal time, it takes short duration to happen and durative has temporal duration, it takes long duration to happen. Semelfactive aspect is composed by single sub event that has a short length of time, while
iterative involves the repetition or multiple sub events. Progressive aspect is understood to be on going that states a dynamic event. It always uses present or past continuous. Habitual describes the action that has the characteristics of an extended period of time and also appears to be removed from time. It tells us about habit. Prospective aspect indicates as a warning to some third party to prevent the future situation coming. And retrospective aspect indicates the present event that has a backward look from the time in the past. It always uses perfect tense.

4.2 Suggestion

There are major and minor aspect and their parts that are not so easily classified. That is why in this occasion I would like to give suggestion for the students of English Department to analyze this subject more perfectly. On the other hand, to do a research is not easy as you turn your hand. It needs a lot of effort. As a student you should study seriously and prepare yourselves for everything so you can finish your study in time.